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 24 

Abstract 25 

Material flow analysis (MFA) studies the stocks and flows of goods and substances in 26 

systems. The methods and algorithms of MFA have improved over the last years, but 27 

a flexible platform that integrates recent modeling advances such as simultaneous 28 

consideration of the product, component, material, and chemical element levels, 29 

lifetime models, and uncertainty treatment is not available. There is also no versatile 30 

data format for exchanging data between projects. This lack of research infrastructure 31 

is detrimental to scientific progress.  32 

To fill that gap, we propose a novel industrial ecology community model for MFA. 33 

ODYM (Open Dynamic Material Systems Model) is an open source framework for 34 

material systems modelling programmed in Python. The description of systems, 35 

processes, stocks, flows, and parameters is object-based, which facilitates the 36 

development of modular software and testing routines for individual model blocks. 37 

ODYM MFA models can handle any depth of flow and stock specification: products, 38 

components, sub-components, materials, alloys, waste, and chemical elements can be 39 

traced simultaneously. ODYM features a new data structure for material flow 40 

analysis; all input and output data are stored in a standardized file format and can thus 41 

be exchanged across projects. It also comes with an extended library for dynamic 42 

stock modelling. We present the features, design principles, software and data 43 

structure of ODYM, describe its main methods and functions, and give an outlook on 44 

current and future applications.  45 

 46 

 47 

 48 
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1. Introduction 49 

1.1. Material flow analysis methodology has advanced but research tools have 50 

not kept up with the development 51 

Material flow analysis (MFA) is the study of stocks and flows of materials in systems 52 

(Baccini & Brunner, 1991; Brunner & Rechberger, 2016). It is a core industrial 53 

ecology method, as the accounting of material stocks and flows in a system definition 54 

represents the basis for process inventory modelling, urban metabolism studies, 55 

physical input-output tables, and material flow cost accounting. It is also a standalone 56 

methodology and mostly applied to study anthropogenic and biogeochemical material 57 

stocks and flows and their evolution over time (Chen & Graedel, 2012; Graedel, 58 

Harper, Nassar, & Reck, 2013; E. Müller, Hilty, Widmer, Schluep, & Faulstich, 59 

2014), recycling systems (Graedel et al., 2011; Lu, 2002), linkages between materials 60 

in mining and recycling (Daehn, Serrenho, & Allwood, 2017; Løvik, Restrepo, & 61 

Müller, 2015; Ohno et al., 2017), and the link between service provision, material 62 

stocks, material consumption, and environmental impacts (Milford, Pauliuk, Allwood, 63 

& Müller, 2013). The methodology of MFA is based on the mass balance principle at 64 

the element, substance, and material levels. Next to the core methodology of mass-65 

balanced process description in a systems context, MFA studies frequently apply 66 

methods originating from other disciplines, including  67 

 data reconciliation to obtain mass-balanced system descriptions from imperfect raw 68 

data (Cencic, 2016; Lupton & Allwood, 2017b),  69 

 dynamic modelling of stock-flow relationships via so-called leaching and lifetime 70 

models to understand the material stock-flow-service nexus (Haberl, Wiedenhofer, 71 

Erb, Görg, & Krausmann, 2017; D. B. Müller, 2006; van der Voet, Kleijn, Huele, 72 

Ishikawa, & Verkuijlen, 2002),  73 
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 decision making using linear optimisation (Gaustad, Olivetti, & Kirchain, 2011; 74 

Kondo & Nakamura, 2005; Løvik, Modaresi, & Müller, 2014; Ohno et al., 2015),  75 

 links to Sankey diagrams and other visualisation tools (Lupton & Allwood, 2017a; 76 

Schmidt, 2008),  77 

 prospective scenario modelling to understand the consequences of various sustainable 78 

development strategies on material cycles, also at the alloy and elemental level 79 

(Daehn et al., 2017; Hatayama, Daigo, Matsuno, & Adachi, 2010; Nakamura, Kondo, 80 

Nakajima, Ohno, & Pauliuk, 2017),  81 

 network analysis to identify supply chains and vulnerabilities to supply restrictions of 82 

materials (Ohno, Nuss, Chen, & Graedel, 2016),  83 

 locally specific and high resolution GIS modelling (Heeren & Hellweg, 2018; 84 

Tanikawa & Hashimoto, 2009).  85 

As a consequence, the recent advancement of MFA methodology often requires the 86 

use of large datasets, systematic data structures, simultaneous modelling at different 87 

(product, component, alloy, element) levels, complex uncertainty analyses for robust 88 

decision making support, and specialized computation algorithms. For some specific 89 

applications, involving the following data types: mass flows, stocks, concentrations, 90 

transfer coefficients; the following layers: good, substance, energy; display in Sankey-91 

style, i.e., the width of a flow is proportional to its value; data import and export using 92 

Microsoft Excel, and basic data reconciliation, the free MFA tool STAN (short for 93 

subSTance flow ANalysis) is available and successfully used by a growing 94 

community (Brunner & Rechberger, 2016; Cencic, 2016; Vienna University of 95 

Technology, 2012). Research questions involving, amongst others, automatic 96 

processing of large datasets, dynamic stock modelling, or the simultaneous 97 

consideration of multiple data aspects (i.e., time, age-cohort, region, material, 98 
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chemical elements, energy, etc.), cannot be answered using STAN, nor can users 99 

modify and extend the STAN software to fit their modelling needs. 100 

 101 

MFA data handling and modelling activities are typically conducted by single 102 

researchers or small and volatile teams of scholars. A large share of model input data 103 

and most of the custom-made modelling software and code have never been subject to 104 

peer review, nor have they been shared with the community for reproduction and 105 

validation purposes and to facilitate cumulative research and tool development. The 106 

knowledge and effort that goes into the development of advanced MFA tools does not 107 

accumulate. From our own experience and from anecdotal evidence, we know that in 108 

many cases, cutting edge MFA research uses tools that are not the most appropriate 109 

for scientific research, including spreadsheet tools and undocumented software 110 

scripts. 111 

1.2. Versatile modelling environment for dynamic material flow analysis needed 112 

MFA research has shown that the resource and emissions savings potential of material 113 

efficiency is substantial (Allwood et al., 2012; Milford et al., 2013; Worrell, Allwood, 114 

& Gutowski, 2016). Current established socioeconomic scenario models, such as 115 

energy system and integrated assessment models, do not capture material cycles at the 116 

level of detail necessary to answer research questions related to the system-wide 117 

impact of material efficiency, and its linkage of resource efficiency and climate 118 

change (Pauliuk, Arvesen, Stadler, & Hertwich, 2017), and dynamic MFA research 119 

could make a substantial contribution to widen the spectrum of emissions mitigation 120 

strategies and make future development scenarios more robust. At the same time, 121 

there is a large gap in data structure and software maturity and availability between 122 

the MFA and integrated assessment and energy systems modelling, which needs to be 123 
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filled if a better interaction of the two research fields shall happen in the future. The 124 

need for better tools is particularly pressing in dynamic material flow analysis and the 125 

environmental extensions and scenario development for material cycles built upon it.  126 

The industrial ecology software dashboard, which is a comprehensive inventory of 127 

open-source software for industrial ecology research 128 

(https://github.com/IndEcol/Dashboard), lists in its MFA section a class for ‘dynamic 129 

stock modelling’ (calculating inflow-outflow-stock relationships based on age-cohort 130 

specific material lifetime distributions) and several tools for creating Sankey 131 

diagrams, but so far, no general software tool for dynamic MFA research. 132 

1.3. A new flexible modelling framework for material flow analysis 133 

We believe that the MFA community, and dynamic material cycle modelling in 134 

particular, needs a push in tool development that can facilitate cumulative research on 135 

material cycle compilation and assessment. 136 

Here, we present an open modeling environment for MFA that fills the gaps identified 137 

above. It is called ODYM, the Open software framework for DYnamic Material 138 

systems. 139 

The main features of ODYM include: 140 

 Simultaneous consideration of the product, component, alloy, and chemical 141 

elemental layer of material flows and stocks 142 

 Fast and standardized computation of MFA models and of the different 143 

dynamic stock models, in particular. 144 

 General and open data structure and data formats for archiving, exchanging, 145 

improving, and re-using MFA data 146 

 Modular toolbox with tested functions and methods 147 

https://github.com/IndEcol/Dashboard
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The software is made openly available under a permissive license to facilitate expert 148 

scrutiny and collective improvement, thus alleviating persistent reproducibility and 149 

quality problems in sustainability science (Hertwich et al., 2018; Ince, Hatton, & 150 

Graham-Cumming, 2012; Pfenninger, DeCarolis, Hirth, Quoilin, & Staffell, 2017) 151 

and to boost knowledge accumulation. 152 

We describe the framework’s design principles (section 2), data model, and database 153 

structure, class structures, core methods, and model setup (section 3), and give an 154 

outlook on its current application and future development (section 4).  155 

To facilitate community uptake, research transparency, and policy applications, the 156 

software, its complete documentation, and a number of tutorials are available as open 157 

source repository (https://github.com/IndEcol/ODYM) under the permissive MIT 158 

license. 159 

 160 

2. Design principles of ODYM 161 

Other than mass balance, material flow analysis models do not have any fixed model 162 

equations. This situation is different from attributional life cycle assessment (LCA) or 163 

Input-Output (IO) models, where a specific mathematical model is applied and the 164 

database and model system structure is determined by that model (Heijungs & Suh, 165 

2002). There are only two constraints in an MFA model: data must fit into the system 166 

definition and the system variables must fulfil the mass balance for individual processes 167 

and the system as a whole. Apart from those constraints, MFA models offer much 168 

freedom regarding data formatting, system aspects (time, age-cohorts, materials, alloys, 169 

…), and model equations, which is needed as MFA models have a very wide application 170 

spectrum. Typical model approaches and equations in MFA include: linear and 171 

https://github.com/IndEcol/ODYM
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nonlinear parameter equations using transfer or other process coefficients, regression 172 

models, dynamic stock models, or optimization models.  173 

 The ODYM framework allows MFA modelers to maintain the high degree of 174 

flexibility that MFA offers while, at the same time, it provides a systematic model and 175 

data structure. It achieves this goal by offering a platform for implementing the MFA 176 

system definition and data handling, based on which different models can be 177 

implemented and easily modified. 178 

 179 

The novel features of conducting MFA research in ODYM include: 180 

 Each system variable (stock, stock change, or flow) can have any number of 181 

aspects (time, age-cohort, region, product, component, material, chemical 182 

element, …). So far, most MFA systems are restricted to single indicator 183 

elements and a low number of aspects covered, mainly due to the limitations of 184 

the available tools. The systematic inclusion of different aspects allows for 185 

simultaneously tracing products, their components, materials, alloys, and 186 

chemical elements contained in the different system variables at the different 187 

stages of the material cycles and establish the mass balance at all levels where 188 

it applies. 189 

 The software offers fast and standardized computation of MFA models and of 190 

the different dynamic stock models, in particular. The software automatically 191 

matches the different dimensions (e.g. time, region) during computations. No 192 

manual re-indexing of tables and arrays is necessary underway, which saves 193 

time, reduces potential error sources, and facilitates data exchange between 194 

modules.  195 
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 The user specifies only those aspects (time, age-cohorts, processes regions, 196 

materials, elements, …) that are relevant for the system at hand, and for each 197 

system variable and model parameter, the relevant indices are chosen 198 

individually (e.g., product lifetime is age-cohort and region-dependent, end-of-199 

life recovery rate is time-dependent). This flexibility means that modelers can 200 

define the relevant aspects (e.g., age-cohort, material, component) for each 201 

system variable and model parameter individually.  202 

 The software automatically verifies whether a consistent classification of 203 

aspects (time, products, regions, material, …) is used across all data loaded into 204 

the model, thus it helps to ensure the consistency of the work. 205 

 The software features a general and open data structure and data formats for 206 

archiving, exchanging, improving, and re-using MFA data. Two different 207 

versions of the framework are available in Excel-format (TABLE and LIST). 208 

The use of the data framework ensures that data can be easily imported and 209 

exchanged between projects. Uniformly formatted and well documented data 210 

facilitate version management, database design, and reuse of data for other 211 

purposes. 212 

 The whole framework is implemented in Python, which is a high-level 213 

programming language often used for scientific computing and modelling, and 214 

published under a permissive open source license. System variables and 215 

parameters are represented as objects in Python, and these contain the actual 216 

data and thus serve as interfaces to a wide spectrum of modules for stock-driven 217 

modelling, waste cascade optimization, etc. Representing the model elements 218 

as objects bundles data and metadata in the object structure and allows for the 219 

development of methods specific to different variable types, such as consistency 220 
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checks or extrapolation routines, that can be applied to all instances of the same 221 

variable type. 222 

 The framework makes use of efficient and convenient Python libraries and 223 

functions, including numpy arrays and numpy.einsum(), which is an 224 

implementation of the Einstein summation convention that greatly facilitates the 225 

programming of parameter equations and pandas for metadata handling. 226 

Model and database design need to balance rigidity and flexibility. A too rigid 227 

framework makes changes very time-consuming and thus it is difficult to adopt to new 228 

research questions. A too lax framework makes it likely that new data and changes to 229 

the software code are too specific so that they cannot be reused by others without 230 

considerable extra work, thus stymying cumulative research. In general, rigid structures 231 

are easy to implement but may create inflexibility, lock-in, and costs longer down the 232 

road. For ODYM we implemented an approach built on extensive previous experience 233 

in MFA modelling in different teams and from the shared experience gained during 234 

different projects for compiling multiregional input-output (MRIO) tables (Lenzen et 235 

al., 2014; Wood et al., 2014).  ODYM tries to balance both aspects and was developed 236 

to meet the following specifications: 237 

 238 

 System definition: Rigid: Each ODYM model is based on a project-wide 239 

system definition and on a list of processes and process numbers therein. 240 

Flexible: The system definition is hierarchical, which means that for any system 241 

variable the connected processes can be broken down further, e.g., the process 242 

‘manufacturing’ can be broken down into ‘car manufacturing’, ‘truck 243 

manufacturing’, etc. New processes, stocks, and flows can be added to a running 244 

project so that new flows, like re-use, can be added in specific scenarios. 245 
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 Classifications: Rigid: All aspects of the system, i.e., time, regions, materials, 246 

goods, alloys, waste types, scrap groups, etc. follow a project-wide 247 

classification. All parameters loaded and all variables computed must be 248 

structured in the project classification so that information can be unambiguously 249 

transferred between project parts. Flexible: The classifications can have high 250 

resolution and the software allows the user to use the relevant classification 251 

items only and disregard the others. Researchers can classify their data in 252 

whatever way they like, only once a dataset is to be loaded by ODYM it must 253 

be aligned with the project classification used. The range of the different 254 

classifications can differ between data file and model. For example, if a 255 

parameter starts in 1950, but the model time starts in 2000, the software will 256 

read the relevant values only.  257 

 Data structure: Rigid: All parameter datasets and other input information must 258 

follow a project-wide structure and classification to eliminate the need for 259 

constant readjustment of model software to new input data. Flexible: Two data 260 

structures are supported: a table with hierarchical multi-indices for rows and 261 

columns, and a list format. Moreover, researchers can structure their data in 262 

whatever way they like, only once a dataset is finalized and to be loaded into 263 

ODYM it must be aligned with the project data structure. For convenience, 264 

Excel workbooks are used during the development stage, and a switch to csv or 265 

a relational database is under consideration. 266 

 Workplace structure: Rigid: Each ODYM-based project needs a path file that 267 

points to the ODYM, data, and results folders, and a config file to set up the 268 

model runs. These pointers allow the project scripts to load ODYM and the data 269 

and create log files, and store results so that other work is not overwritten. 270 
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Flexible: Full flexibility is maintained regarding storage locations, which 271 

parameters and model equations are used, and which other modules are loaded 272 

to solve the system equations. ODYM-based projects can be run with different 273 

configurations and by different users without having to adjust the model code 274 

itself. 275 

 276 

3. Data model and software structure of ODYM 277 

We describe the data model of the ODYM database, the system structure of the model 278 

framework, the integration of the two to define the model configurations, and the setup 279 

of ODYM models.  280 

 281 

Figure 1: Components of data model and system structure of ODYM. 282 

 283 

Pre-analytic stage and aspects: Model development starts with a pre-analytic stage 284 

(Kuhn, 1996), which can be described as the intellectual effort preceding model 285 

development. At this stage the relevant aspects of the different system variables and 286 

model parameters are identified, which are general categories of description in the 287 

system, such as model time, process of origin of flows, regions where stocks are 288 

measures, material embedded in products, or scenario for certain parameters. 289 

 290 

 291 

 292 

 293 
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3.1. Data structures in ODYM  294 

We regard the ODYM data model as the most important scientific innovation of the 295 

framework. An overview of the individual data modelling steps, which are explained 296 

in detail below, is given in Figure 1. The insights presented here are not unique to 297 

ODYM but apply to the systems modelling context in general and MFA research, in 298 

particular. 299 

Model dimensions: Each model aspect is linked to a certain dimension of the MFA 300 

systems, such as time, region, process, or material. Dimensions are more fundamental 301 

categories of analysis than the data aspects. For example, the data aspects ‘model time’ 302 

and ‘age-cohort’ both point to the same dimension: time. Another example: The aspects 303 

‘region of origin of a trade flow’, ‘region of destination of a trade flow’, and ‘region of 304 

residence of a stock’ all point to the same system dimension: region. Because model 305 

dimensions are more general than model aspects, it was decided to use the former when 306 

modelling the data structures, and have the model aspects point to different dimensions 307 

later on. In the first step of data structure development the relevant model dimensions 308 

are identified from the chosen model aspects. 309 

Classification of dimensions: Each dimension is characterized by a discrete set of 310 

items or a continuous quantity. The time dimension, for example, can by described by 311 

a continuous time variable or by a discrete set of time intervals. The latter option is 312 

most common in dynamic MFA, with time intervals of typically one year. Most other 313 

aspects are described by discrete units, such as processes, goods, materials, or chemical 314 

elements. Crucial to the functionality of ODYM is the development and use of project-315 

wide classifications for all dimensions of a system. During the initial stage of a project, 316 

the modelling team develops and agrees upon a common classification for all system 317 

dimensions, which will be used by all system variables and all data supplied to the 318 

project database. The use of the project-wide classification of dimensions ensures 319 
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efficient teamwork because each data provider and each modeler has a reference 320 

classification to work with. Data providers can compile data in custom classifications 321 

or just supply single data items without classification, but in a second step the modelers 322 

need to aggregate, disaggregate, or use proxy data so that the refined datasets fit the 323 

project-wide classifications. They also need to document all steps taken in that 324 

conversion process. Figure 2 shows a section of an ODYM master classification, and 325 

the classification actually used by the model is defined as a subset of it in the model 326 

config file (cf. below), both in terms of classifications and classification items used. 327 

 328 

Figure 2: Example of an ODYM master classification table (truncated). Each column lists one 329 
classification for a certain system dimension, which has a unique name that is used as identifier 330 
by the model. 331 
 332 

Data storage in the model: Each system variable or model parameter has a custom 333 

value attribute, which is a multidimensional array, a data storage method that is also 334 

applied in the IO community (Geschke, Lenzen, Kanemoto, & Moran, 2011). Equation 335 

1 shows three examples of value attributes of 5, 7, and 3 aspects with index letters (t,c,r, 336 

…) defined in the index table (Fig. 3). 337 
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5 aspects:

in_use_stock( , , , , ) = 

in_use_stock(year , age-cohort , region , material , chem. element )

7 aspects:

trade_flow( , , , , , , ) =

trade_flow(year , origin region , destination region

t c r m e

t c r m e

t o d g k m e

t r  , good ,

                  component , material , chem. element )

3 aspects:

product_lifetime( , , ) =

product_lifetime(age-cohort , good , region )

d g

k m e

c g r

c g r

    (1) 338 

 339 

Metadata classification: A project-wide set of metadata for each dataset is agreed 340 

upon between the modeler and data contributors. They include dataset version numbers, 341 

responsible authors, literature references, and dataset structure. The metadata have to 342 

accompany each dataset when submitted to the project database, and the current data 343 

templates provide a structure to record metadata that can be parsed by ODYM. 344 

 345 

3.2. System structure 346 

System definition and list of processes: The time, region, material, and process 347 

dimensions of a project in ODYM constitute the system definition of the model 348 

(Brunner & Rechberger, 2016). The system boundary is defined both explicitly via the 349 

geographical and regional scope, and implicitly via the processes included in the 350 

process list of the system. 351 

 352 

System variables and model parameters: With a given system definition the flows 353 

(leaving one and going to another process) and the stocks (residing in one process) can 354 

be defined in the flow and stock dictionary of the model. The parameter dictionary of 355 

the model contains all parameters used, e.g., the lifetime of products in different regions 356 
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or the remelting yield of different chemical elements in different remelting technologies 357 

built with different age-cohorts.  358 

 359 

Index table: In the model it is necessary to define which years, materials, goods, etc. 360 

should be covered and which classifications are to be used. Model aspects and the 361 

respective classifications need to match the classification of the parameters in the 362 

database. The information needed to match model structure with database structure is 363 

specified in the index table, which is a crucial element of the ODYM model and which 364 

is specified for and read by each model before parameter files are parsed.  365 

The index table (Fig. 3 shows an example) lists all data aspects that the different system 366 

variables and parameters use, such as time, age-cohorts, good, etc. Each individual 367 

system variable comes only with those aspects that are relevant for its description (e.g., 368 

population by year (time), region, and scenario), but the index table lists all of them. 369 

Each aspect is assigned an identification letter (right column), which is used across the 370 

model to refer to specific data aspects in data parsing, computations, and data storage. 371 

Each aspect is linked to a dimension (time, region, material, …), which is in turn given 372 

in a specific classification. Aspect and dimension are not the same, cf. the section on 373 

data structure: For example, the region dimension can be used to denote the region of 374 

residence of a stock, the region of origin of a flow, and the region of destination of a 375 

flow. Since the master classifications can be defined at any level of detail, the selector 376 

column specifies which items of the different classifications are used.  377 
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 378 

Figure 3: Example of the ODYM index table, defined in configuration file and read by model 379 
script. For example, the model aspect ‘Waste_Scrap’ describes the waste and scrap types 380 
considers, is linked to the material dimension, uses all items from the Waste_Scrap_Groups_1 381 
classification and has the index letter ‘s’. 382 

 383 

For example, the classification ‘Time’ contains as its items all years from 1700 to 384 

3000, and with the selector string ‘[300:401)’ ODYM knows that only the items 385 

300:400 are considered, which corresponds to the years 2000 to 2100. The same holds 386 

for the element selector ‘[0,6,26,28,29]’, which tells the model that only the chemical 387 

elements 0 (‘All’), 6 (carbon), 26 (iron), 28 (nickel), and 29 (copper) are to be 388 

selected from the ‘Element’ classification. 389 

By selecting the IndexLetter (‘t’, ‘c’, …) in the model code ODYM modelers can 390 

directly access information about the classification and classification items used for 391 

each aspect, e.g., which model years are used. The ODYM index table is implemented 392 

as a pandas Dataframe (McKinney, 2010).  393 

 394 

3.3. The ODYM database 395 

The structure of the database is a central design feature of ODYM, next to the ODYM 396 

data model and system structure. The setup was designed for situations where data 397 

provider and modeler are not the same person, e.g., when working with industry 398 

partners, and follows these design principles: 399 
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 A project-wide set of classifications for the different system dimensions is 400 

agreed upon. The classification table and the process of its creation is 401 

described above. 402 

 All data uploaded to the project database must use the project 403 

classification. Data providers are free to choose how they compile raw data 404 

and document the different assumptions and calculations made when merging 405 

different pieces of information into a dataset. Only at the point of handover to 406 

the project database the compiled raw data have to be classified into the project-407 

wide classification of aspects, which means that specific processes, regions, 408 

materials, etc. have to be used. The assumptions made when converting the raw 409 

data from their original classification to the project-wide classification have to 410 

be documented. 411 

 All data uploaded to the project database must use one of several 412 

predefined formats. ODYM currently understands with two different data 413 

formats: multi-index tables and multi-index lists in .xlsx format. That means all 414 

input data must be formatted accordingly.  415 

 The supplier of a dataset is responsible for correct indexing and formatting 416 

of data. To ensure maximal accuracy of the data used the burden of 417 

categorizing the data in the project-wide classification is placed on the data 418 

providers, who need to make an effort to understand and use the project-wide 419 

classification for describing the aspects of the different datasets.  420 

The data model described here was generalized by Pauliuk et al. (2019) to cover a broad 421 

spectrum of datatypes regularly occurring in quantitative industrial ecology research. 422 

 423 

 424 
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3.4. The ODYM classes and functions 425 

The ODYM classes are defined in the library ODYM_Classes.py, which has the 426 

following structure: 427 

 Ancillary classes, such as Classification (contains items for a specific model 428 

aspect) 429 

 Main class: MFAsystem (with attributes index table, process list, stock 430 

dictionary, flow dictionary, parameter dictionary), contains methods for  431 

o Consistency check 432 

o Mass balance check 433 

o Data reformatting 434 

o Data export 435 

 The classes process, flow, stock, and parameter, which contain the relevant 436 

metadata and the variable and parameter values. 437 

To illustrate the structure of the ODYM code, Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the mass 438 

balance routine. All stock changes and flows are linked to the processes in the process 439 

list, and they can directly be added to or subtracted from the respective processes’ mass 440 

balances. The last code block computes the mass balance of the system environment. 441 

The methods Flow_Sum_By_Element (not shown in Fig. 4) and 442 

Stock_Sum_By_Element sum over all dimensions of the system variables except for 443 

time and chemical element, irrespective of what aspects are chosen for the individual 444 

stocks and flows. Additional dimensions are collapsed using the Einstein summation 445 

convention np.einsum with an automatically generated summation rule. 446 
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 447 

Figure 4: Screenshot of the ODYM mass balance method. All stock changes and flows are 448 
linked to the processes in the process list, and they can directly be added to or subtracted from 449 
the respective processes’ mass balances. The last code block computes the mass balance of the 450 
system environment for any model defined. 451 

 452 

The ODYM functions are defined in the library ODYM_Functions.py. This library 453 

contains a number of function ancillary to the framework, including the logging routine 454 

setup and functions to parse ODYM data and export data to different formats. 455 

The complete class and function documentation is part of the ODYM GitHub 456 

repository. 457 

 458 

3.5. Setting up, configuring, and using ODYM 459 

To balance rigidity and flexibility, a working environment using ODYM consists of 460 

several domains (Fig. 5): (i) the user community where the ODYM code, 461 

classifications, and public data are hosted, (ii) the local instances of version-managed 462 
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model script with custom changes, (iii) the project domain with private data and user-463 

specific log-files and results, where also data preparation and evaluation of results 464 

takes place. 465 

 466 

Figure 5: Structure of the ODYM working environment. The ODYM framework is organized 467 
into a main file ODYM_classes, a file ODYM_functions containing ancillary functions, 468 
additional modules, including dynamic_stock_model, scripts containing unit tests, and a 469 
number of master classifications. On the user side these are complemented by the project 470 
configuration file and the main model script where all data organization and model 471 
calculations are coded. 472 
 473 

The project configuration file: Each ODYM project has a configuration file that 474 

contains all information needed to replicate the different model runs, such as the version 475 

of ODYM filed to be used, the index table, process list, parameter list, and can specify 476 

which calculations are to be performed and how the results are to be evaluated. The 477 

configuration file does not contain any data or paths. A detailed description and 478 

examples of configuration files are provided on the GitHub wiki. 479 

 480 
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The ODYM project script:  The ODYM model run is designed as simple procedural 481 

program, meaning that the actual model run contains of a list of instructions bundled 482 

into a script, which are executed by the Python working environment. This procedural 483 

approach provides very high flexibility, which means that modelers can move forward 484 

quickly with their analysis of material cycles. An ODYM model run consists of the 485 

following steps: initialization, read classifications and data, initialize MFA system, 486 

model calculations, model result check, visualization, result export, model wrap-up. 487 

During each model run, ODYM creates a result folder, containing a copy of the main 488 

model script, a copy of the config file, and a log file where all information is stored that 489 

is needed to re-run the model with the exact same setup. This feature greatly enhances 490 

reproducibility; it is also necessary because the size of the model output will often make 491 

it impractical in many cases to store all results. Examples of model scripts are supplied 492 

as Jupyter notebooks on the GitHub repo. 493 

 494 

After setting up an MFA system definition as described above, the model equations 495 

need to be programmed in the model’s Python script. Here, to respect the flexibility of 496 

the MFA method, all mathematical approaches that respect the mass balance can be 497 

used. A special library for dynamic MFA is part of ODYM, it is defined in 498 

dynamic_stock_model.py and can be used to compute the different stock-flow relations 499 

in dynamic stock modelling, including inflow-driven and stock-driven models (D. B. 500 

Müller, 2006), where fixed, normal, lognormal, folded normal, and Weibull product 501 

lifetime distributions can be chosen. For details, we refer to the tutorials listed below 502 

and to the documentation of the dynamic MFA class 503 

(https://github.com/stefanpauliuk/dynamic_stock_model).  504 

 505 

https://github.com/stefanpauliuk/dynamic_stock_model
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4. Current applications and future development of ODYM 506 

We give examples and line out current and future applications of ODYM, interfaces 507 

to other modelling frameworks, and the next development steps. 508 

4.1. Using ODYM: Examples 509 

The use of ODYM requires some overhead as the classifications and index table have 510 

to be defined first before processes and system variables can be defined and formatted 511 

data can be loaded into the model (tutorials 1 and 4 on the GitHub repo). The consistent 512 

use of data templates, classifications, and the index table is the answer to the problem 513 

of lacking data formats and standardized computational structures in MFA research. 514 

Typical MFA model parameter equations have different aspects, of which some are 515 

summed up (e.g., the product aspect is summed up when different end-of-life electronic 516 

devices are sent to the same shredder) or expanded (e.g., when different material types 517 

are sorted into scrap bins) A main feature of ODYM is the ease of implementing such 518 

equations using numpy.einsum (equation 2 and tutorial 2 on the GitHub repo). The 519 

convenient handling of multi-aspect system variables and model equations is the 520 

answer to the lack of a systematic approach to considering products, components, 521 

materials, chemical elements, and many other data aspects in MFA models. 522 

 523 

EoL products  to shredder fractions  ( , , ,  as above) :

     Shredder_output( , , , , ) = ShreddingYield( , , , ) EoLProducts( , , , , )
g

g w t r m e

t r w m e t g w m t r g m e

  Shredder_output = np.einsum('tgwm,trgme-> trwme', Shredding

Sorting of shredder fractions  into scrap groups :

     Sorting_output( , , , , ) = SortingYield( , , , ) Shredder_output( , , , , )
w

w s

t r s m e t w s m t r w m e

Yield, EoLProducts)

  Sorting_output = np.einsum('twsm,trwme-> trsme', SortingYield, Shredder_output)

   (2) 524 

 525 

For demonstrating the use of the dynamic_stock_model library, the tutorial 3 is 526 

provided on the GitHub repo. Finally, ODYM tutorial 5 contains a complete dynamic 527 
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MFA analysis: a case study estimating the material composition of the global passenger 528 

vehicle fleet. It combines all ODYM features: data structure, index table, log file, model 529 

equations, dynamic stock modelling, and it also includes a simple Monte-Carlo 530 

simulation of the effect of parameter uncertainty on model results. 531 

 532 
4.2. Applications 533 

ODYM is now being expanded and its first use is the prospective assessment of 534 

resource efficiency strategies as part of ongoing work by the authors 535 

(https://cie.research.yale.edu/project_main/resource-efficiency-climate-change). For 536 

that project the climate-relevant bulk material cycles of cement, iron, copper, and 537 

aluminum are studied simultaneously and the respective elements can be traced from 538 

the mining stages through refining, manufacturing, the use phase, and the waste 539 

management industries. Scenarios for future material demand are derived from 540 

regression models for physical services such as housing and transport combined with 541 

scenarios for these services, including future saturation. Methods for including 542 

resource and material efficiency strategies, including more intense use of products, 543 

lifetime extension, re-use, and light-weighting are implemented and scenarios for the 544 

upscaling of existing prototypes are developed and linked to climate change via the 545 

environmental extensions of the processes included in the model.  For a project of this 546 

complexity the use of ODYM is crucial, as it enables us to carry out complicated 547 

model calculations that are easily reproducible, also by others, and that are easy to 548 

modify and adapt to new research questions or different model equations that arise 549 

during the work. 550 

Other possible applications of ODYM include the compilation of historic material 551 

cycles and estimation of in-use stocks from production and trade statistics (so-called 552 

top-down estimation of stocks). The optimization of waste cascades and recycling 553 

https://cie.research.yale.edu/project_main/resource-efficiency-climate-change
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systems to minimize cost or material loss is also possible within the ODYM 554 

framework, as is the implementation of Markov chain type models, as custom 555 

calculation and optimization routines can easily be added.  556 

The available tutorials give some first guidance on how to use the framework and the 557 

database. ODYM is a software library that is imported into the projects using it, and 558 

extensions to the framework made by different modelling teams can be branched into 559 

different parallel versions of ODYM, some of which can be merged together in the 560 

future if the changes made do not break the design principles of ODYM and are 561 

useful to a wider circle of users. 562 

 563 
4.3. Interaction with and interface to other modelling frameworks 564 

Regarding STAN, the most widely used MFA software, we think that it is fair to say 565 

that ODYM is complementary to STAN, similar to how Brightway2 LCA (Mutel, 566 

2017) is complementary to openLCA. Data exchange between the two frameworks 567 

could happen via excel files that can be mutually imported and via parsing and 568 

modifying the .mfa files of STAN. Unlike STAN, ODYM was designed as a software 569 

platform for automatic processing of large datasets, dynamic stock modelling, and the 570 

simultaneous consideration of many different multiple data aspects (i.e., time, age-571 

cohort, region, material, chemical elements, energy, etc.). 572 

As ODYM allows for the simultaneous consideration of multiple flow layers (mass, dry 573 

mass, energy or carbon content), models based on it will be able to better integrate the 574 

process information from life cycle databases.  575 

ODYM is developed as the basis of a self-contained standalone prospective modelling 576 

framework for material stocks and flow systems. Like all prospective models that 577 

involve social systems, ODYM needs a set of exogenous parameters to run, and these 578 

parameters need to follow a certain scenario storyline. One option is to share the 579 
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storyline with integrated assessment models (IAMs), for example, by using the Shared 580 

Socioeconomic Pathways (SSP) as exogenous scenarios (O’Neill et al., 2014), or to 581 

post-process scenario results of IAMS to add the material cycle layer. 582 

 583 

4.4. Next steps 584 

By allowing a high degree of flexibility under strong formal guidance, ODYM is 585 

designed to become an industrial ecology community modelling tool in the future. It is 586 

hosted on the open source platform GitHub under the already existing Industrial 587 

Ecology Group: https://github.com/IndEcol 588 

A number of development steps are currently under way or envisioned, and we invite 589 

and encourage our colleagues to use the framework, provide feedback, and to contribute 590 

own extensions. 591 

The next model development steps include: 592 

 Regressions models for extrapolating historic trends 593 

 Optimization routines to determine technology mixes, waste cascades, and 594 

scrap-to alloy allocations 595 

 Routines for statistical inference, data reconciliation, and Monte-Carlo 596 

simulations 597 

 Capacity models for material processing industries to understand how quickly 598 

technologies in these industries can change. 599 

 Cost layers (capital, fixed, and operating) to allow for simulating economic 600 

decision making 601 

The next framework development steps include: 602 

 Improve logging routine: Include different verbosity levels, direct logging 603 

output to console. 604 

https://github.com/IndEcol
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 Easy visualization of results 605 

 Standard routines for export of results 606 

 Git-Python interface: Model script should be able to select the ODYM module 607 

versions as indicated in the config file. 608 

 Further development of unit tests that are needed to ensure that the different 609 

parts of the model framework continue to do what they are supposed to do after 610 

changes have been committed.  611 

 Convert first consolidated version of ODYM to a Python package to allow for 612 

installation without version management system. 613 

 614 

Conclusion 615 

ODYM is being developed to make collaborative research on material cycles easy, 616 

systematic, and effective. The structure of ODYM allows different experts to 617 

contribute new data and routines and use the hitherto accumulated data and software 618 

in return. The auto-archiving features of ODYM, together with its open source 619 

availability, allow for reproducible assessments and quick adaptation to new research 620 

questions. The release of the model framework and later the relevant open data shall 621 

motivate members of the community to engage more in cumulative and reproducible 622 

research and lift prospective industrial ecology modelling to a new level. 623 

  624 
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 625 

Supplementary information: 626 

ODYM is an open source community tool released under the MIT license. It is hosted 627 

on the following GitHub repository: https://github.com/indecol/odym. This manuscript 628 

is based on 09b3e04cbb as the latest commit to the master branch. 629 

The ODYM repository contains the version-managed source code, a wiki with 630 

additional model documentation, a number of examples and tutorials using Jupyter 631 

notebooks, and an issue tracker where software development is discussed. 632 
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